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Abstract

.... --I- This study investigated the possibility of creating an energy

accounting system based on currently identified objectives. The initial

focus was to determine if such a system would be useful.- By reviewing

literature, it became obvious that the~conditions which,1lead to the

energy crises in the 1970's still existA In fact, most of the

lndicators re that the United States is more dependent upon foreign oil

than at any time in the past.A Couple this finding with the*failure to

meet the 1985 energy reduction goal of 20W%' and it is obvious that

something needs to be done.

-, Adding to the problem is escalating pressure to trim the federal

budget. The greatest pressure is on the Department of Defense.,,l Thus,

there is a nr-J to improve the methods used to deternmine how to decrease

facility energy consumption. - t-- . *'- ,

The findings weresthat any new system needs to decrease the time

required to prepare reports, allow;.the flexibility tozclutcrize4reports,

and provide a method for upward reporting of contract data. The result

of this study showed that it was possible to create such a system, but

given the tools currently available not all of the objectives were

obtainablIe. ',)( - A 1 al M PA, 21' - ,

vii//,. -
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A MANAGEMENT I NFORMAT ION SYSTEM FOR
THE ENERGY (XNSERVAT ION PROGRAM

I. I ntroduct ion

Overview

The purpose of the discussion presented in this chapter was to

provide the justification, purpose and parameters for this research. To

get a thorough understanding of the problem, it was necessary to assess

the environment surrounding the research problem. This evaluation

included looking at the energy conservation program, future energy

consumption trends, and the duties and responsibilities of energy

conservation personnel. Once this was done, the focus was narrowed to

describe the precise research topic.

Bakqround

The Air Force's interest in energy conservation started in the

1970's when the United States expeirienced several energy crises. These

crises were precipitated by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting

Countries' (OPEC) decision to limit oil production of its memer

nations. During that time over 60 percent of the world's oil production

was controlled by OPEC (1:6). This highlighted the United States

dependence on foreign oil and proved its market was vulnerable to oil

shortages. The United States imported 35 percent of its oil (2:17).

One of the Federal Goverrnwt's reactions to the decrease in the

oil supply was Executive Order 12003, which made it mandatory for
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federal agencies to reduce energy consumption. The Air Force

inpleinted this Order in the Energy Conservation (EOON) Program and

published its Energy Plan as a guide for achieving the objectives of the

Executive Order. The plan separated energy consumption into three

different areas, aircraft fuels, vehicle fuels and facility energy, and

tasked different organizations to manage each of them. This paper deals

exclusively with facility energy and Civil Engineering (CE) persorel's

responsibilities in managing the energy conservation program.

The Air Force's energy reduction target for the 10 years between

Fiscal Year (FY) 76 and FY85 was 20 percent. This optimistic reduction

goal was feasible with judicious changes to facilities. Unfortunately,

the first actions taken to meet the goal were actually reactions. The

Air Force wanted an immediate decrease in consumption. Thus, building

space conditioning (air conditioning and heating) was targeted as the

quickest way to achieve significant reductions. The possible side

effects of this approach, such as the decrease in worker productivity,

were ignored.

The next step was the upgrade of older facilities. If a facility

was scheduled for renovation, energy efficient windows and doors were

added to the project. When a mechanical or electrical system was

replaced due to functional problems, the replacement had to meet minimun

energy efficiency standards.

Facilities showing poor energy performance, but not scheduled for

renovation, were upgraded with energy efficient doors and windows and

additional ceiling insulation. These changes to progrrmned renovations
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and these additional small projects were relatively inexpensive and

quickly paid for themselves with reduced energy cost.

In 1976 the Air Force initiated the Energy Conservation Investment

Program (ECIP). This program was designed to provide additional funding

for energy conservation projects which would pay back the initial

investment within 10 years (3:60). The projects identified for this

program were presented to congress as a separate funding request

package.

Even with the special attention and high visibility of the energy

program, the Air Force did not meet the 1975 goal; the reduction

achieved in facilities energy consumption was only 18.6 percent (4:19).

In 1985, the Air Force revised its energy plan. This new plan

mandatea a further 10 percent reduction in facility energy use by 30

September 1995. This plan attacked the reduction from two directions.

First, existing buildings (buildings with a beneficial occupancy date

before 1 October 1985 - FY86) must have reduced energy consumption by an

average of 10 percent from the amunt they used in 1985.

Second, new buildirgs (buildings with a beneficial occupancy date

after FY85) must have been designed to consume 10 percent less energy

than a building used for the same activities constructed before FY86.

The Air Force established energy budget figures (EBF) (maximum energy

consumption quantities) for each building category code (designation of

facilities by usage). The designer had to show that the proposed design

of any new facility achieved this target value. Building energy

consumption was metered and the first year's consumption reported to

Headquarters Air Force.
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To monitor the progress made towards both of these targets the

EOON Officer constantly tracks the energy used by new and existing

facilities and capares their present usage to the FY85 consumption

quantities.

Compounding the technicP.! problem, the Air Force Budget has not

kept pace with inflation (Figure 1.). The Air Force Budget Authority

',as decreased from $115,444 million in FY 1985 to $97,622 million in

AIR FORCE BUDGET AUTHORITY
(S MILLION)
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Figure 1. Past Air Force Budgets (5:67)
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FY90 (5:67). This is a 15 percent reduction in spending power over the

last five years. This trend is expected to continue:

It was further told (by Defense Secretary Frank Carlucci)
the services to (sic) assume a "five-year drought" in which
their funding will be ten to twelve percent lower than
projected by the old, now-defunct Five-Year Defense Plan.
(6:16)

The decreased budget included the elimination of ECIP (3:62). Energy

projects which would have qualified for special consideration have had

to compete with mission requirements for funding. It has became

increasingly difficult to fund large energy savings projects.

Another important issue is the current reliance on foreign oil.

In 1988 the United States imported 37 percent of the oil consumed. This

is a higher percentage of the oil consumed in the United States than at

the beginning of the 1973 oil embargo. Assuming a moderate increase in

oil usage and the trend towards dcmestic production loss, this percent-

age could increase to 55 percent by the year 2000. This equates to 10.2

million barrels of oil per day (1:9). "Another oil crisis is definitely

on the horizon (2, 17)." To avoid this, the United States and the Air

Force must make further reductions.

Purpose of this Study

General Issue. To caply with the Air Force Energy Plan, the

energy conservation officer must be able to identify buildings which are

wasting the most energy and implwent plans to reduce the waste.

Using utility and other records, collect data on various
forms of energy used. Establish, where possible, the his-
torical consumption profile of buildings and systems to
identify how much energy typically is consumed and primary
causes of variances. The energy use profile will help in
identifying energy conservation options which can be er-
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ployed. This data also establishes the benchmark fram which
energy reduction goals can be set for the teem to work to-
ward. Simply stated, unless you do this, you won't know
when your energy conservation job is done for each building.
(7:2-2 to 2-3)

The "other records" are historical meter readings. However, "Since 1975,

energy reductions have become increasingly difficult to achieve (3:9)."

The energy fixes have became much more expensive. To achieve sufficient

reduction, the projects now completely replace working nehnical and

electrical building system and renovate otherwise functional

facilities.

With fewer and fewer dollars available, the EMON program must

target facilities for conservation measures which save the most energy

for each dollar invested. This requires tracking many facilities to

find those most in need of conservation action. This carpels the energy

conservation planners to examine hundreds of buildings and utility meter

readings to determine how each facility performs.

Soecific Problem. The problem dealt with in this thesis, was

determining how the inforimtion needed for tracking energy consumption

of Air Force facilities can be oollected, stored and retrieved to

optimize the investent in energy conservation. The discussion of the

general issue raised many question such as: how to determine which

facilities need work or where to get the money for energy conservation

projects. However, the first topic to investigate has to be how to

collect and process the data needed to determine the best approach to

reducing energy waste.

Research Objective. This research develops and implements an

energy tracking and reporting system at Wright-Patterson AFB. The
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information gained can be used to develop a system which might be

effective at other bases.

Investigative Questions. To realize the objective of this

research the criteria for a tracking system had to be ascertained. The

following research questions were used to obtain those criteria.

1. What available data can be used to determine the energy
conservation performance of a facility?

2. In what form is the data which will be used for input to the
MIS?

3. What information can be developed from the data to compare
the energy conservation performance of the Base facilities?

4. What format provides the easiest to use information?

5. Besides energy conservation performance reports, what addi-
tional information can be provided from the col lected data?

6. Is there any system currently available which will meet the
requirements determined in the previous questions?

7. What method is the most appropriate to provide useful infor-
mation about the energy use pattern of a facility? One
possibility is a computer program on the WANG computer
system.

a. Can a system defined by the previous questions be implement-
ad AIR FORCE wide?

Scope and Limitations

The outcome of this research was a system for displaying the

energy consumption patterns of Air Force facilities. The investigation

included evaluations of both manual (using pencil and paper

calculations) and camputerized systems. The determination on the type

of system developed depended upon the results of the research.

The main limitation was that any computer application must run on

the WANG Orputer System. This computer was chosen to support the Work
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Information Management System (WIMS) and is available at most CE

organizations. This will provide for the widest possible distribution.

The programing languages provided with the WIMS are Basic, Fortran and

COBOL (COrmon Business Oriented Language). The intended purpose of

COBOL was the development of data management programs and is therefore

the logical language to use for this type of program. The author had to

learn COBOL to develop any software solutions to this thesis.

Due to time constraints of the AFIT Graduate Engineering Manage-

ment Program and the data needed for a camplete operational test, a

prototype system was implemented and evaluated at only one sight,

Wright-Patterson AFB.
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II. Methodology

Overview

The primary research method used was historical. Literature

reviews of public docunents, military policies, and military regula-

tions, provided answers to most of the research questions. The remain-

ing answers were developed from interviews with Air Force Personnel who

prepare the Defense Energy Information System Report (DEIS II), Air

Force Engineering and Services Center Work Information Management System

(WIMS) developers, and the personal experiences of the author.

Methodology Justification

The MIS developed in this thesis has to meet the requirements of

Air Force regulations and policies, and be coapatible with private

industry practices. The author gathered data from documents as to the

information contained on different utility company billing forms, the

various energy reports required by Air Force regulations, and the energy

reports required by Air Force Regulations and Policies. Previous

attempts at developing energy tracking systems were reviewed.

Historical research is the consolidation of information about a

given topic and the development of a coherent picture on the current

state of knowledge about that topic. The researcher examined what has

been done to define the problem and what has been proposed as solutions

to the problem. The research reviewed previous research and applied

inductiva logic to formulate a proposed solution to the problem. The

final step was to test the hypothesis. This resulted in new knowledge

(8:48-49).
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Since past events produce the information used as the basis for the

solution, the relevance of the results of this report is dependent upon

on the reliability of the sources and the validity of the information.

The first criterion, source reliability or external appraisal,

was authenticating the source. Can the source be proven to be what it

claims to be? To satisfy this requirement, the documents used for this

report came from recognized publications such as professional journals,

reputable trade journals and governnmnt documents and reports.

The second criterion, content validity or internal appraisal, was

verifying the information obtained from the source. To satiate

criticism, the critical information was supported by other sources that

report the same or similar results; these additional sources also met

the requirement for source reliability. (9:148, 153)

There are two dangers in using the historical methodology,

insufficiency of data and improper selection of data (9:159). To

overcome these problems, the researcher made an effort to do a thorough

literature review and to incorporate all pertinent data. While this

does not guarantee information was not overlooked, it does increase the

rigor of the methodology.

In conjunction with the literature search, telephone interviews

were conducted with 17 randomly selected bases. The initial list of

interviewees was developed from lists provided by the Major Connand

Staff of Air Training OCmnand, Military Airlift Ocumand, Strategic Air

Corrand, and Tactical Air Camand. These interviews were used to

determine the current procedures used at base level organizations. The

exact questions used for the interviews are provided as Appendix A.
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Research Questions

The criteria used to develop the energy tracking system was

established by the answers to the eight questions below.

Investigative Question 1.

What available data can be used to determine the
energy conservation performance of a facility?.

The purpose of this question was to determine what type of data

needs to be collected to enhance the evaluation of a facility's energy

consumpt ion.

Two avenues were pursued as sources for information. First, the

literature review provided information on what has been shown to have

significant impact on building energy consumption. The second source

was the interviews of selected base level Energy Conservation Officers.

This step reinforced the first and gave a picture of what data is

gathered today.

Investigative Question 2.

In what fonat is the data which will be used

for input to the MIS?

The intention of this question was to decide what is needed to

manipulate the data once it has been collected in the database. Data

has to be standardized to allow direct comparison.

Base level Energy Conservation Officers and the Air Force

Engineering and Services Center (AFESC) answered this question. Through

the use of interviews, information about the data gathered at base level

was obtained. The AFESC provided a prograu manual developed for a

different computer system. The manual contained information about the

type of data found on utility bills.
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Investigative Question 3.

What information can be developed fran the data
to caxre the energy conservation performance
of the Base facilities?

Once the data had been gathered and standardized, the intention

was to develop some information which can be used to manage the Energy

Conservation Program. The literature review of Air Force regulations

and reports on factors which effect energy consumption provided the

measures needed to determine energy consumption at both the base level

and the facility level.

Investi-uative Question 4.

What format provides the easiest to use informa-

tion?

Even with the most complete database, sometimes the true useful-

ness is hidden because the information is presented in incomprehensible

form. The literature of research on human and computer interfaces

provided information on how to formate the information to make it the

easiest to read and comprehend.

Investigative Question 5.

Besides energy conservation performance reports,
what additional information can be provided fran
the collected data?

Same of the data gathered to monitor energy consumption are used

for other activities and reports. This research of the Energy Program

presented an opportunity to increase the productivity in Civil Engineer-

ing by eliminating redundant handling of data.

A review of the uses of the data provided the information on the

reports needed at base level and at the Major Oamanr s.

12



Investiative Question 6.

Is there any system currently available which
wi 11 meet the recluireents determined in the
previous questions?

Literature review and interviews were used to determine if any

system was available which could meet the needs defined by the previous

questions. A predominate requirement was that any system had to be

usable to generate the reports required of Civil Engineering's

Personnel.

Investigative Question 7.

What method is the most appropriate to provide
useful information about the energy use pattern
of a facility? One possibility is a caputer
program on the WANG awputer system.

This question was to determine if a manual or computerized system

would be the most efficient method of handling the data. This included

the generation of the reports associated with the energy conservation

program. The answers were determined from the telephone interviews with

Base Level Energy Conservation personnel.

Investigative Question 8.

Can a system as defined by the aswers to the
previous questions be implemented AIR FORCE
wide?

A cannon system would provide a means of sharing information and

techniques between Energy Conservation Officers. It could also enhance

training method by providing a standardized system.

The interviews of the Energy Conservation Officers provided the

answer to this question by highlighting any major differences between

the type of data collected and reported to coamand level agencies.

13



I1. Findings

Overview

The purpose of this chapter is to detail the finding of the

research portion of this thesis. To accomplish this, the investigative

questions which were outlined in Chapter II and the structure of the

developed MIS are discussed.

Research Questions

Investigative Question 1.

What available data can be used to determine the
energy conservation performance of a facility?

The basic information needed to monitor energy usage is the

quantity of energy consumed by the facility or base. However, most of

the facilities are not metered. The Air Force requires bases to meter

35 percent of the base square footage, but that is inadequate. Many

facilities are lumped together and an individual facility's energy usage

cannot be measured (10). Furthermore, the majority of the metered fa-

cilities are new and should therefore be the most energy efficient.

While the older buildings, were most of the potential gain exists, are

less likely to be metered.

The size, use, and design of a building are the predcminate

factors which control the amount of energy that building will use. When

these factors are combined with the number of occupants, the actions of

the occupants and the effects of the weather, energy consumption

predictions accurate enough to meet the current Air Force goals are

nearly impossible. There is no perfect correlation between energy

14



consumption and any other factor effecting energy usage (11). For

sane facilities weather data in the form of Heating Degree Days (IW)

and Cooling Degree Days (CDD) follows the general trend of energy

consumption (12:114). A system used to analyze the consumption of

energy in facilities needs to include HDD and CD.

The interviews yielded the same information as gathered from the

docunents reviewed. Besides quantity and temperature data, both of

which are currently tracked in the Energy Conservation Program, no

additional data is used to analyze energy consuption.

Investigative Question 2.

In what form is the data which will be used for
irput to the MIS?

This question was answered in two parts. Some facility

consumption information is gathered by base personnel. Additional

information is provided by the utility companies on the monthly utility

invoices.

The data gathered at base level is either meter reading, consump-

tion nubers taken fran an Energy Monitoring and Control System, or

Engineering estimates of consumption. The system needs to be able to

handle both types of entries.

The utility bills cane with many different pieces of data and in

various forms, depending on the company and the type of utility

provided.

Electricity can be charged by demand level, consumption quantity,

reactive power, fuel charges and various other miscellaneous charges.

There can also be rebates for past over charges.

15



Dunnd, oonsurption and reactive power charges can all be

calculated using several methods. There are at least three methods for

structuring the demand rate schedule and two ways of determining the

bill ing demand.

The first demand rate structure is simply a flat fee for each

Kilowatt (kw) of the highest demand experienced during the billing

cycle. The second method, called Block-Hopkinson Demand Rate Schedule,

char3es different prices for different blocks of kw used. As an

exwiple, the cost maybe $1.00 per kw for the first 100 kw demand, $1.50

per kw for the demand between 100 kw and 200 kw, and $2.00 per kw for

all kw over 200. Finally, there is the Time of Day Demand Rate

Schedule. Under this billing method the charge is based on the time of

day the peak demand (highest demand experienced in the billing cycle)

occurred. The actual rate structure can be either a flat fee or a

blocked fee schedule. All of these rate schedules can also be struc-

tured so that prices differ seasonally.

The different methods by which the demand charge can be calculated

are further coplicated by having two methods for calculating the

billing derand. The most straight forward is to use the actual peak

demand recorded during that billing period. The more energy being used

at a given instant in time the higher the demand and hence the higher

the bill. The other method sets a minimum demand level and is used for

cost calculation if the peak dean does not exceed that level. This

minimum level can be set at a specific value in the contract or can be

fixed as a percentage of a past peak demand.

16



Electrical consumption charges can be calculated from a flat or a

blocked rate structure. Quantity is strictly determined by the amount

of electricity used during the report period, as measured in Kilowatt

Hours (kwh). It is not common for utility conpanies to charge different

consumption rates at different times of day. This would require

multiple meters or meters with dual recording capability.

The meters used on the electrical system use voltage and amperage

to determine the amount of power being used by the customer. Because

motor, transformers, and other types of equipment change the

relationship between voltage and arperage the measured quantity can be

different from the anount actually used. This difference is called

reactive power. Reactive power can be charged at a flat fee or it can

be added to the recorded demand to increase the billed demand. To

determine the reactive power, readings are kept on the power factor of

the metered demand. Power factor is the cosine of the angle (0) between

the actual power in kilo Volt Amperes (kVA) and the real power measured

in kW (see Figure 2.). Reactive power is demand multiplied by the

tangent of S. While the actual methods for calculating the quantity of

the reactive power which is chargeable are numerous, 4 methods are

discussed in this study.

The first method is to charge for all the reactive power. The

second is to charge for only the amount of reactive power above a

percentage of the peak demand (see Equation (1)). The third method is

to multiply the demand charge by a factor which is calculated as a ratio

of the contact allowed power factor to the actual power factor for the

billing period (see Equation (2)). The final method is to take the
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Figure 2. Power Factor Triangles

difference between the allowed reactive power and the actual rective

power (see Equation (3)).

Charged *VAR -kVAR - (Demand x Con tract Percentage)(1

Chrgd emnd Daan xCbntract Power Factor (2)
ChagedDemnd Delan K Actual Power Factor

Charged kVAR-Deaand x (Tan (02 ) - 7Wn (0,)) (3)

whee 9 =cos1 (Contract Power Factor)
2= oe 1 (Actual Povr Factor)

The final item c1uinm on electric invoices, which might need

calculation, is the fuel chage. Owen it occurs, this Itam is to

18



provide the util ity copany a method to pass on the increased or

decreased cost for their primary fuel source. The term fuel charge is

samehat of a misnomer. In some contracts this term not only allows for

a fluctuation in fuel cost, but it also provides the utility capanies a

way to recoup any excess costs associated with the production of their

product.

There are other varied charges used infrequently with same

electricity invoices. They vary widely and any database capable of

handling all would be to cunterscme. Instead of producing specific

fields for each of these unique charges, general areas are needed to

allow for the incorporation of this miscellaneous data.

The natural gas bill, in comparison to the electric invoice, is

very simple. The major problem is that there are three different

measurement units which can be used to compute the bill. The first,

cubic feet, is a unit of volume and is taken directly fron a meter. The

other two measures, therms and British Thermal Units (BTU), are units of

energy and deal with the quantity of energy contained in a specific

volume of natural gas. These units cannot be metered; they must be

determined from laboratory tests. The approximate relationship is

1 cf - 1 therm - 1000 BTV (1 02T?

Facility gas meters are read using cubic feet and require a conversion

factor between the unit used for the utility bill and the volume

measurement taken fran the facility meters. Other than this conversion,

the calculation of the natural gas cost is simple. Consumption is

charged at a flat rate or under a blocked rate structure and there are
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no demand charges. There is the possibi I ity of a fuel charge or other

miscellaneous charges.

The water bill is the final invoice considered in this study.

Though not an energy concern, it is a critical resource and fits into

the structure of this system. With water, there is basically a

consumption charge with possible additional miscellaneous charges.

Investiative Question 3.

What information can be developed fram the data
to compare the eneg conservation performance
of the Base facilities?

This is the heart of the energy conservation program. As

mentioned in Investigative Question 1 there is no exact match between

external influences and energy consuiption. However, same facilities

show a very high correlation between Degree Days and energy consumption.

These are the non-industrial facilities, especially housing units

(12:114). The general energy characteristics of a facility can be

determined and cnpared to other similar faci I ities. More importantly,

the usage pattern for a specific facility can be tracked to determine if

it starts to deteriorate. Both of these techniques can assist in

determining if work needs to be done on a facility.

Even the lack of correlation between weather and energy

consumption gives basic information about the facilities energy usage

pattern. By knowing the weather has little effect on the facility, the

ECON personnel can concentrate on different ways to reduce energy

consumption in that facility. Also, if the facility starts to show a

correlation between weather and energy consumption the energy
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conservation personnel will be queued to look at that facility to locate

the what caused of the change.

Using the basic inforfmtion provided by energy consumption,

facility size, and weather data (HD and DD), the energy conservation

personnel can determine which facilities show the greatest promise for

energy savings. In addition, they will know the most likely

characteristics to modify to achieve a reduction in energy usage. The

system mist track the oonsumption, facility size, and Degree Days.

Investigative Question 4.

Ohat format provides the easiest to use inform-
tion?

The input format and the resultant output of the reports from this

system both effect the usefulness of the system. This discussion does

not include hardware changes. The structure of the input should be such

that it follows the natural flow of information within the organization

(13:28). This means the data should be entered at the most logical

point and the information should be available were it is needed.

Additionally, the structure of the progrm should facilitate data

entry. The AFESC WIMS progrmewrs developed a standard format for

database programs. This is to make use of the program function keys

consistent between application and to make transition between

applications easier. (The complete explanation for this system is in the

School of Engineering and Services MGT 003 - ESIMS Administrator Course

Guide Source Generator.)

The output of the system should be such that it provides flexible

information where and when it is needed. The WIMS provides a report

utility which, when used with the databases on the VS, allows each user
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to tailor reports to their specific need. The output reports should be

clear, concise, and usable. The best method would include sam

graphical presentation.

Neither columns and rows of statistics in tabular
arrangement nor the seemingly endless listings of figures in
textual form can possess the clarity, appeal, or
meaningfulness of a well-designed chart. By eiphasizing
important salient relationships, graphs and charts may also
be of inmonse service in the location and definition of
problm and in the discovery of hidden facts. (14:v)

The graphical representation provides more information in an easier to

understand format.

Investigative Question 5.

Besides energy conservation perfonuwce reports,
what additionml infonnmtion can be provided from
the collected data?

There are at least four other uses for energy conservation data.

The first is the billing of reirbursable customers. The second is to

assist in the preparation of annual utility contract reviews. The third

is for monthly upward reporting on utility funds. And finally data can

be used for preparing testimony in utility rate cases (15).

The billing system is a basic function which allocates the cost of

utilities to agencies which are separately funded. This mainly deals

with housing, hospitals, the Air Force Oomnissary, the Army Air Force

Exchange, Moral Welfare and Recreation activities, other goverrnental

agencies, and non-goverrmental organizations (16:3). The utility

meter readings needed to charge these activities for consumption are

available in the energy conservation program. Recording the meter read-

ings once eliminates redundant handl ing of these meter readings and

could reduce the work load associated with preparing the reinbursable bills.
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The second cam=n report is the y4jarly utility contract review.

The utility bills are reviewed and the consumptions sumred to present a

picture of the total energy usage and the costs associated with a

specific contract. This information is used in evaluating the term of

the contract to determine if the contract needs to be changed or

updated. Again, most of the information for this report is gathered

from data previously collected for the energy conservation program.

The third item is not comnon to all major comwnds. Some cmwands

request mronhly or quarterly reports fron their subordinate units. An

energy MIS has the potential to eliminate redundant handling of informa-

tion for periodic reviews. This report tracks the amount of the energy

budget which has been used and the waount of money earned from the

reintursable custoners. Periodic reports fit with the billing system.

The finial use is to determine the effect of a requested rate

increase on the Goverrment Installations which are serviced by the

requesting utility company. Currently the data needed to prepare for

these rate cases has to be gathered fron each base under contract with

the requesting utility ompany after the coapany announces it is seeking

a rate increase. This is a time consuming process. First, the effected

installations need to be identified and then the organization handling

the analysis needs to contact the installations to get the necessary

information. The energy MIS database could eliminate this by providing

a source for data for future utility rate cases that constantly up dated

as the changes occur.
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Investigative Question 6.

What method is the most appropriate to provide
useful information about the energy use pattern
of a facility? Ore possibility is a cmputer
program on the WANG cmptwr system.

From the interviews it was discovered that 12 of the 15 respon-

dents currently use a computer system. They report that the system

saves them, on average, 65 percent of the time they would need to

generate their reports manually. This highlights the performance

benefits gained by using a computer system to do data processing.

While no specific question was asked regarding which sections of

the organization performs which specific tasks, several interviewees

said the person preparing the DEIS II report handled only a portion of

the overal I job. There is a split between those taking the meter

readings, those preparing the DEIS II report, and those who monitor the

budget.

The shop personnel are generally responsible for taking the meter

readings. The readings are then used by the energy conservation

personnel to prepare the DEIS II report and either the same person or,

as in six of the bases surveyed, soneone else prepares the other

reports. This variety shows the use of the system needs to be

decentralized. On the other hand, to reduce the number of times

information is handled the system needs to have central ized data

storage.
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Investigative Question 7.

Is there ny system crrently available which
will meet the requirements determined in the
previous questions?

The current practice where each base develops their own system

seems to ouply with the requirements. It may not be the most efficient

way. But, each system is tailored for that base and major camand.

There are many craw backs to the current system. With such a

variety of systems, it is hard to share techniques for analyzing data.

And any coparison between bases is questionable. While same of the

bases have benefitted from people who were capable of creating

integrated systems which minimize the work load, others have only

developed fragnented systems which help in one area but do not minimize

redundancy. Even at bases where an effective system was developed,

software maintenance and modifications beccme irritating problems.

There are several PC based energy tracking programs available in

the canmercial realm. One such program, FRASER fra Omni Corp, is

currently being used at Lackland AFB. Being a PC system restricts the

usefulness by placing access to the system in a single area of the

organization. FRASER does not offer decentralization or networking

capability.

There is no system currently available that meets the full

requirements of the system described by the research and envisioned by

the author.
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Investigative Question 8.

Can a system as defined by the nswers to the
previous questions be implemntad AIR FORCE
wide?

A system is possible at the bases within CONUS. The basic

guidance of the energy conservation system is AFEPPM (Air Force Energy

Program Policy Memorandun) 86-8 and the basic guidance for the utility

services is AFR 91-5. Since all OCONUS bases are covered by the same

requirements, the same basic information, and the same data sources, the

differences between bases are in the structure of their reports. All

CONUS bases collect camn data and report in similar frequency and

format. Each oawmand must deal with a variety of utility copanies bill

structures. Since the reports generated for each canand can be

tai lored to meet their requirements these differences pose no problem.

However, the structure of the utility bills can limit the applicability

of this system. The final answer oust wait until a system resulting

from this study is placed in a large scale test.

System Structure

Most of the needs identified from the answers to the preceding

questions are incorporated into the MIS. The needs identified but not

included in the MIS are described later in this report. Those items

which are incorporated fall into two broad categories, data collection

and data manipulation.

Data collection includes collecting, storing, and upward

reporting. The MIS has a decentralized data entry design which allows

multiple offices to interact with the databases. It also has
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centralized data storage permitting all users access to the complete

data set. Finally, the system has the capability for upward reporting.

Data Manipulation encmpasses invoice verification, unit

conversion, consumption calculation, and resource allocation. The

system checks utility invoices against charges calculated from contract

terms. It also takes consumption data fran the utility invoices and

converts it into units required for Air Force reports. For facilities,

the system calculates consumption from meter readings and charges only a

specified percentage of the consumption against that meter. To

facilitate report preparation, the system has the capability to allocate

the consumption and cost from each invoice and facility meter in three

different ways.

The system which resulted is a collection of three programs and

three reports for the WANG VS computer system. The purpose for creating

three programs followed the break down of the natural flow of

information and the structure of the input data. The first program,

UVERLD, deals with the Utility Contract Data. This program includes the

rate structure and the general information on the contracts. The second

program, UBILUD, handles the monthly utility invoices received from the

local utility capanies. This progrm verifies and stores the invoice

data. The final program, UMETUD, handles the facility data. This

includes the facility meter readings and same general information on the

allocation of the resource.

The reports are used for billing reimrbursable custoners (BILL),

developing input information for the DEIS II report (DEIS), and develop-

ing informtion used to track utility budget expenditures (UTIL).
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ProgrM

User Screens. The programs were developed to include two screen

types, directory screens and information screens. The directory screens

are not updatable. They provide a means for finding a specific data

record. To faci l itate the presentation of these screens data records

are provided to illustrate the format of the data types, this data is

not coded into the progran.

The information screens are updatable and the format used in this

report to indicate the type of data accepted in each field would not be

seen on the coTputer screen. To indicate that numeric data is allowed

the field is displayed using underlines, to indicate an alphanunmeric

field a capital x (X) is used, and 9 is used to indicate a computed

field.

UVERUD. This progran (see Screen 1) provides the data entry

interface for the utility contract database. The purpose for this

database is two fold. First the data are used by the Air Force to

analyze the impact of a requested rate increase on the Air Force. The

information needed for the analysis is available and stored in a central

database. With the contract data available in a camvn form, upward

reporting to a central database is siriplified. This allows quicker

response time to requests for rate increases.

This database is also used at a local level to allocate and verify

the cost and consumption of the monthly utility invoices (see Screen 2).

The fields which control allocation are utility classification, energy

category, and primary user . These fields determine how the portion of

the utility invoice which is not otherwise distributed by a specific
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Active Utility Contracts tilling Data Updater

Start Date Contract luaber Ind Date Consolidated Bill

-90/07/01 1000000000000000001000100 GOl
-83/06/29 5521000000237000022000900 101
-83/06/29 5521000000237000022001000 101

Position the cursor and press ITR to display the entire record.
(l)Keys (8pind
(9)fodify(l0)Query (ll)Add (12)Delete(13)flelp (l'.)Path (l5)Print (16)Retrn

(26)Nerge (27)Iztrct(28)flove (29)Info (30)listry(31)Rpts

Screen 1. UtilIity Contract Directory (UVERWD)

facility meter reading or consumption estimate will be handled. While

all these fields allocate a portion of the consumption and oost, these

three fields are used to produce different reports. The utility

classification field is used to mnitor the allocation of the utility

budget. The energy category field is used to monitor the energy conser-

vatlon targets. The primary user field is used to charge the appro-

priate, agency for the cost of the utility they onued during that

month.

Other data stored in this database are the informiat ion needed to

calculate oonstaption (the meter capacity and the meter mrultiplier) and
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Contract tilling Information Screen

Installation Code: XXXX levision:
Contract D: Schedule: - Change 9:

Company Name: IXXXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXIXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXIXX

Primary User: ][XXXXXXX Utility Classification: XXXXXXXXX

Energy Category: XXXXXXIXXI Consolidated Bill t: X _

Customer Charge: (I)inimum or (M)ase: X

Neter Capacity: Neter Multiplier:

Minimum Load: . Rate: .

temarks:

Iffective Dates (yTY/NM/DD) - Start: _ End:

(l)Eeys (3)Desc (5)Nezt (8)Pind
(9)Nodify(lO)Query (ll)Add (12)Delete(13)lelp (15)Print (16)Retrn

(20)Screen(29)Info (32)hxit

Screen 2. Utility Contract General Information (LNERUD)

to determine the monthly bi I I (customer charge, mininum load rate

structure, reactive power calculation method, and maximum demand).

The rat* data stored in this database are used by the propum

UBILLID to verify the utility invoices (see Screen 3).

U&ILU. This program (see Screen 4) provides the interface for

the monthly invoice database. It is updated at reular intervals. The

data for the electric, natural gas, and water invoices are stored in

this database. The result is a database which contains all the

information necessary to calculate the basic unit cost of the utilities.

This database also contains the actual base conswption information.
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late Structure Screen

Normal (eicludes High Season) High Season from 00 to 00
Ulock-Iopkinson Demand late Schedule

Consumption Cost Demand Coat consumption Cost Demand Coat

lime of Day Demand
Os Peak Of f Peak On Peak Of f Peak

Demand Cost Demand Cost Demand Cost Demand Cost

Ratchet Clause Miinum PY: __

Naximum Demand: Schedule: Verification Mlethod: _

Billing Demand: _._ I of Maximum Demand [VAR Charge: _. _

(l)[eys (3)Desc (5)Uext (B)Fiad
(9)Nodify (lO)Query (ll)Add (12)Delete(13)Uelp (15)Print (16)Ietrn

(20)Screen (29)Info (32)Ixit

Scraen 3. Util1ity 0ontract Rate Structure (LVERWD)

Using the URILUD database in conjunction with the UVERII) database

provides a method for verifying invoice price data are coct.

on~ the input screen for the electric invoices (see Screen 5)

fields are provided to identify the meter used for determining oonswrrp-

tion, the contract under which the rate structure is based, end the

actual billing information. The billing data includes the meter

reading, cornption, billing period peak demnd, two fields for

reactive powr so that it cen be entered as WVAR or as powr factor,

fuel charges, rebates, four fields for miscelleneous charges, end coats

associated with each of these items as well as en overall coat.
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Active lonthly Utility Bill Updater

Date letert Contract Nusber

8910 000001 5521000000237000022001000
8910 010001 1000000000000000001000100
8910 020001 2000000000000000001000100
8911 000001 5521000000237000022001000
8911 010001 1000000000000000001000100
8911 020001 2000000000000000001000100
8912 000001 5521000000237000022001000
8912 010001 1000000000000000001000100
8912 020001 2000000000000000001000100
9001 000001 5521000000237000022001000
9001 010001 1000000000000000001000100
9001 020001 2000000000000000001000100
9002 000001 5521000000237000022001000
9002 010001 1000000000000000001000100
9002 020001 2000000000000000001000100

Position tke cursor and Press INT R to display the entire record.
(1)Keys (5)Iezt (7)Up (8)Find
(9)Nodify(10)Qunery (11)Add (12)8elete(13)Ielp (14)Path (15)Print (16)letrn

(26)lerge (27)Iztrct(28)love (29)Info (30)Histry(31)lpts

Screen 4. Monthly Utility Bill Directory (USILUD)

On the input screen for the natural gas invoices (see Screen 6)

the sum fields are provided as under the electric invoice with minor

exceptions. Reactive powr end dmend ae not Included. The additions

have to do with calculating the amunt of energy contained in a quantity

of natural gas. The basic unit of measure for natural gas is assumed to

be in cubic feet. Two fields have been inoorported to allow for

billing based on energy potential and for reporting the quantity of

HMTI' s consund.

Finally on the input screen for the water invoice (see Screen 7)

only the fields dealing with Identifying the meter and the contract
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loathly Bills - Electricity

Neter 9:Report Date: _ Billing Date: ____

Contract 9 ___:____ Schedule: ___ Change 9: -

Revision #: _

Meter leading: ______On Peak Demand: I (Y for yes)
Consumption: _____.cost: _____

Peak Doed: .Cost: ____

Peak Reactive Power: ___

Power Factor: -. ____ cost:___
Puel Charges: _. _ (per unit) Cost: ____

Remarks: XIIIX3XXXZUKIIIZ~lZI lebate:______
Other Charges: Reason Charge

uuuCnumun=
XmIUInnunmuuu

w==muu=mW= n.
mmuM~j 1mm1wXnmn

cost:___ __

Calculated Cost:_____

(l)[eys (3Desc (5)ext (S)Find
(9)Nodify(lO)Query (11)Add (l2)Delete(13)1elp (15)Print (16)Retra

(l7)Yerify (29)Info (32)Izit

Scremw 5. Monthly Electricity Invoice (LBILLD)

along with the fields for mueter reading, oonsuition, rebate, miscel la-

neous charges, and cost of each of these item and the total cost have

been included.

The verification portion of this program checks the calculation of

utility caqpeny invoices to insure their accuracy. This includes

oonsuiption, if meter readings are available, end the calculated costs

of allI individual item~. If any of the individual item are mcng, a

message describing the ero appears on line twenty of the input screen.

Total cost is not checked by the confputer, but a calculated value for

total cost is displayed below the value input by the user. This allows
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loathly lills - Natural Gas

Neter I: Report Date:__ Billing Date:
Contract 9: Schedule: __ Change : -

Revision:
later leading:
Cossumptioo:
Correction Factor: .
Corrected Consumption: Cost: •
ITU Factor: .

Fuel Charges: . (per unit) Cost: .
Remrks: Rebate: .
Account Charges: lesson Charge

IxII' hx'KXW=IIIIIXIIIIX nxIxIxxx o
uXXuzi~LxxuxxnxxuxxxxxxixxLxxxW x

Cost:

Calculated Cost:

(l)[eys (2)First (3)Desc (4)Frev (5)lezt (8)Find

(9)Uodify(lO)Query (1l)Add (12)Delete(13)Ielp (l5)Print (16)Retra
(17)Verify (29)lnfo (32)Ixit

Scramn 6. Monthly Natural Gas Invoice (LSILUD)

the user to determine the magnitude of the cost difference.

UMET . This program (see Screen 8) is the data entry mode for

updating the database hich contains the facility moter readings.

Simlar to the other propram, the first screen is the directory screen.

Each mter has two additional screens, one containing general

information about the moter end the other containing conumption data.

The general information screen (see Screen 9) provides the

updatable fields useful for tracking, allocating, and manipulating the

meter readings. The fields used for tracking include the facility were

the niate is located, a description of the facility, a unique designator
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loathly Dills - later

Meter : __ Report late: til Rling Date: ____

Contract P:________ Schedule: ___ Chasse I
Revision:

Meter leading:______
Consumption: _____ .- cost:____

Remarks: Uxz'IIKXIXIIIZI KimXI Rebate: - -

Account Charges: Resson Charge

coat: ______

Calculated Coat: ______

(l)[eys (2WFirst (3)Desc (4)?rev (5)ext (S)Fied
(9)Uodify(lO)Query (11)"dd (12)belete(13)flelp (l5)Print (16)Retre

Screen 7. Monthly Water Invoice (LBILD)

for this moter, and the benef icial occupancy date (OO). The fields

used for allocating the energy metered are utility classfication,

energy category end cujstomer nia.

The f inal set of f ields, determine how~ much consumption is

associated with a specif ic ter reading. How much of metered quantity

is allocated to this user (17). And t~wherthis is a su-mater (this

metered qantity is a portion of the quantity accounted for under

Vistae mee) (18).

T~o different screens exist for entering coneurption data. The

first screen (see Screen 10) allow the user to enter the actual meter
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Active Ueter leading for lase FIcilities

lda later Catesory go Customer Consolidated till

- 10274 1001 Base 350101 lose 101
- 10830 1001 lase 851010 Nospital 101

11435 1001 lase 850901 lase 101
_ 99998 002 Sousing 850101 lousinl 01
99999 001 Eame 850101 lase 001

Position the cursor and Press 1111 to display the entire record,

(1)Ieys (8)Find
(9)lodify(10)Query (1l)Add (12)Delate(13)lelp (14)Pith (15)Print (16)tetra

(28)Nove (29)Isfo (30)liatry(31)kpts

Screen 8. Facility MOter Diroctoy (LHETUD)

reading. The program calculates the onsmption based on this reading

and the previous months mter reading. The oonsuption information is

displayed in the indicated locations. In addition, the date of the

reading is required to trigger the consumption calculations. This

function is prop mm l In for two reasons. First, it provides the

oppcrtunity to calculate the ruber of degee days between weter

readings, instead of the current method of using the degree day readings

for the calender month. Second, the program uses this field for not

calculating oonsuwptlon for the meter readings not yet entered. The

reading date field is left blank until a reading is Wade. The oavputer,
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DASIC W11t DATA

facility: facility Description: IIIIZNOL

Metr lumber: I B_ ob: ____

Utility Classification: IIXZXIUXI facility Size:____

Customer game: ROM=I~ Imergy Category: XXhX~XXX

Multiplier: M aximum Meter leading:

Percentage of Uttered Usage Applied to ?his Account:_

Is this a laster leter: I Master Utter lumber: I__

Consolidated Dill lumber: X _ (I)eading or (C)onsumption: I

(1)Ieya (3)Desc
(1O)Query (13)Nelp (15)?rint (16)ietre

(2O)Screes(29)Iafo (32)Ixit

Screw 9. Facility Motor Data (IJE~i.D)

sensing a blank field, will not subtract the current months, reading from

next nmnths reading (defaulted to zero) thus avoiding a negative

conswlption.

Becaus other methods exist for determining consumption besides

reading fran a traditional muter, this program permit, the direct entry

of consumption (see Screen 11). Two methods whiich need this capability

e readings taken fran an ES system (18) end estiinates based on

engineering principles (2, 17).

This database, unlike UBILLD. also oontains the fields necessary

for allocating the metere onsumption. This was done for two reasons.
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N11111ADINC SCullN

facility: facility Description: 11111 xxx
later 1: 1I Fiscal Year: -_I

leading Consusiption Date lead (yi/inldd)
Sep ___ _

Oct ____

Boy 9999_. ~,99999____
Dec 99999~'999___

Jan 999999
lob 999999999

tear ~9999999__
Apr 999999999

may 999999999

Jan 999999

Jul 99999
Aug 999999999

Sep 99999
Consumption for this FT to date: 999999

flake Your modifications ad Press tITlI.
(Ma[ys (3)Desc

(lO)Query (l3)lelp (15)Print (16)letra
(2O)Scress(29)Info (32)1xit

Scam 10. FaciI ty Meter Readings (LUMEflD)

One, the umount of data needed mornthly for ec of the motors is oallI.

This smml I size al lam each record to contain a fullI yews data. The

overhead needed to include &Illocation data me negligible end the

simplicity gained by placing all the data associated with a specific

moter in one updater provides advantages whien creat ing reports. T~o

since in maim cases different organizations occupy the som facility the

abi Iity to associate mater e nd organizations is necessary.

BILL, This is the report (see Screen 12) used to calculate the

diges to be assessed to the separatel y funtded agencies. The user only
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NIul RUDIUG SCull1

facility: Facility Description:
Meter 9: 1 Fiscal Tear: _

leading Consumption late lead (y"/M/dd)
Sep_________ _

Oct

Dec
Jas
leb
gar_____

Apr
Nlay ____

Jul
Aug
Sep

Consumption for this FT to date: 999999

lake Your modificatios Bad Press INTIl.
(l)[eYa (3)Desc

(20)3creea(29)lafo (32)Ixit

Screen I1I. FacilIity Moter 0onsution (LRIETL)

needs to determine woich mo~nth to calculate, the remining information

should have been suplied in the three databases discussed above. This

#ramort prepare only one monhs at a time.

IJ~.This report (see Screen 13) tracks budoeting information.

it tracks how much has been spent fromt the different utility funds. For

.mt bases these include the base utility budget &-d housing budgets. it

also calculates how much of the reitiursed money has been earned. This

report can calculate by month or by quarter aid includes an accumulative

field for the current end previous report periods.
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facility Dil~init Preparation

fiscal fear: 90
-OCT
NOv
tic
JAN
118
MAR
Apt
NAT
Jul

-JUL

-AUG

SIP

Position the cursor and Press UNTil to select report Period.

(16)Retra

Scemne 12. Facility Billing UMth Selection (BILL)

DLS This repot (mee Screen 14) calculates inforwation atout

the utilities encowpassed by this sysam which is needed for the DEIS I I

report. The different energy categories are repoted sepeately. The

informat ion used to sepeate this data is contained in the fields energy

categories mid SOD in the prop wnJUETLD.

Items Excluded fran Qr-rent 1Ind~wtation. Wills it would be

ideal for the system to include all the options discussed in this

reear-ch, several item ere omitted. These items fall into two

categories, things whichi would be nice to have, but whiich would not be

necesary for the initial test and things beyond the prop uing skill
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Ucility Allkcatioss

Fiscal Tear: 90
OCT
NOY0
DEC

-JAN

FIB
UKX
APR
my!

-JUN
JUL
AUG
sit

...QII
97Q1 2
QTR 3

.Q71 4
Positio the cursor and Press LIR to select report Period.

(l1)Retra

Screeni 13. Utility Budget Period Selection (LYIL)

of the author.

The first item left out is the degree day database. The lack of

this capebility does not reetrict the system from achieving results

ca~arable to the current techniques. It can easily be added after the

system is successfully tested.

Another maJor item excluded is the ability to display the output

inforwation, in a graphical form. There we two problem with using

grahical format for reports txider this inplmntation. The first is

the limited ruaber of graphical terminals at CE organizations. This

would re~ire the &urchase of new eu~dpint or the real location of the
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ISIS II lapot ?reparation

fiscal Year: 90
OC?
NOf

DBC
JAN
its
at

Aft
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Jul
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SIP

Position the cursor and press £i1t7 to select report period.

(1)etra

Scree 14. DEIS II Month Selection (DEIS)

existing terminals. The second problem is the tifs available to create

a graphical report. Tine constraints do rot permit producing the

necessary progrnning code.
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IV. Sumwy and Recomimndations

The Managemnt Information System developed in conjunction with

this thesis was intended to be the first stop towards a full inmplemnta-

tion as recmwnmded by the reseerch. The nest basic functions were

Incorporated to provide for the h...dite usefulness. The results of

the implmnutation at Wright-Patterson AFB proved the system does rat

provide all of the function necessary for a useful system.

In particular there were three itemn which restrict the usefulness

of the current developnent. The first and most nportmnt weekness was

the lack of a way for users to develop customized reports without

writing computer code. The structure reqired by the different types of

data made the WANG report uti 1 ity useless for this task.

The next problem was the lack of a way to determine the current

consmiption per square foot of the existing bse end housing facilities.

The original understanding was that these features we handled by the

current DEIS II program released fram the center.

The final anission was the ability to establish a billing rate to

charge reitnxsing agencies based on the cost per unit of each of the

utilities. The billing was calculated by dividing the cost of the

uti l ity by the quentity consumed. The current propam ignored the

provisions for pasing along additional charges as spelled out in AFR

91-5.

These oversights in the basic research nude the test at Wrigt-

Patterson unprof itable for the Wright-Patterson personnel. The lack of
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utility rate calculation excluded the sysewn fran being usable for

billing rsedx-.able astaers. Likewise, the lack of a method for

calculating energ coriewpticn per squere foot el iminated energy

tracking as a possible use.

This developinn did not meet the fullI set of goals desired for a

functioning systun. Hwver, this col lect ion of omnputer p *awn does

sewn to have pra.nise. The prel iminary research which def ined this

systen gave the necessary outline for an eamrgy conservat ion IS. This

inplemontation provided the fields for the utilIity invoices, moae

readings, and contract data. This was end is a usable fruiwrk for

further developint.

Even the discovery of weaknesses in the impdu~n ntd MIS gave

informtion about further deve lopmnt. The three min databases and

their data entry propi wrked as designed. When used in conjunction

with the r eoowde erdwiounets a central ly managed systan can be

developed. The advantage to this approach is that the data gathered

will be useful in deeigning a better systan.

With additional work, the systan should be ready for a omallI test

her, at Wight-Patterson Ad then a la-g scale test, including other

00"I bases.

Probulan. The first problun to tac~kle is to provide the rate

structure as outlined in AFR 91-5. The mo~st practical method would be

to produce another database containing the rates for each consol idated

bill on a mnthly bases.



Pr1blZ2. The next area to consider is to enhence the users

ability to produce custanized reports at base level. This might moan

the acquisition of a relational database propran for the VS oAer

system or conversion to a massive flat file.

ol mI . Another problem to tackle is to provide the system a

method for cmiputing the consumption per square foot value used to track

the progress In the energy conservation progrn.

Problem 4. To elwice the basic use of the system and transition

fran an MIS to a decision support systam, the system needs the ability

to determine facility's energy perfornwnce over time. This would allow

an operator to graph the consuipt ion per square foot over an extended

period of tim to see if any changes occur.

Proble §. An additional wtanomt would be to provide the

ovw ison between conmapt ion per square foot and the degree days.

This could give the ability to determine if the building envelope

i*mrovaments offer any potential savings.
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Appoendix: Energy Conservation officer Duties

and Responsibilities QUetiorrisire

SECTION 1. Demiogaphic inforietion to determine if any general charac-

teristics exist uimn the people preparing the DEIS 11 Report.

1. Name:

2. Base:

3. Unit and Office Symbol:

4. Autovon Num~ber:

5. What was your Last Degree?

6. How long have you been an Energy Conservation Officer or Utility

officer?

7. Have you received any forml training on Energy Conservation meth-

nds?

a. Yes b. No

a. Which best describes your duties as an Energy 0onservation off i-

cer.
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a. It is covered by my job description.

b. It Is an additional ty.

SECTION II Specific question relating to the energy conservation

prImgwn.

9. How many Electric Bills does your base receive?

10. What Is the rate structure of these bills?

11. How many Natural Gas Bills does your base receive?

12. How many reports do you produce per nonth/quarter (dcoose time

period)?

13. What percentage of your work day is used to produce these reports?
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14. What percent of your time do you spend per monith coll1ect ing energy

data?

15. Wat types of data do you use for the energy conservation progrui?

16. Do you use a computer in the Energy Oonservat ion P.rop~v

a. Yes b. No

17. if you answered yes to question 15, what percentage of the work is

done by computer?

18. if you answered yes to question 15, which cmiputer systan is used

for the energy conservation program?

a. Personal cmputer C. other

b. wang vs computer

19. Wat percentage of the time you spend on the Energy Progruii

contributes to cost savings?

SECTION III Unstructured questions to allowv you to provide additional

Information about yoaw Job.
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20. Please list any other actions you take in performing your duty as

an Energy Conservation Officer?

21. Pliseo make any additional cemnents you have here?
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